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On completely equidistributed numbers∗
Nedzˇad Limic´†
Abstract. We analyzed a new method for proving equidistribu-
tion of numbers. The proposed method is simple and can be used to
prove equidistribution of all known classes of numbers such as Weyl’s
numbers and Koksma’s numbers. Emphasis of this approach is put on
the complete equidistribution of numbers and a non-trivial result in this
direction is obtained.
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1. Introduction
Points of the cube D = [0, 1]d are denoted by βk. A denumerable sequence of
functions xk : G → Rd, where G ⊂ Rr, defines a denumerable sequence of points
βk ∈ D, by the expression:
βk = xk(t) [mod 1], t ∈ G.
The set G is called the set of seeds. Let 1S be the indicator of a set S =
∏
j [aj , bj] ⊂
D, 0 ≤ aj < bj ≤ 1. We say that a sequence β = {βk : k ∈ N} is equidistributed in







1S(βk) = mess (S)
for each S ⊂ D.
Let I be a bounded interval of R. Familiar examples of functions xk : I → R,
defining equidistributed sequences in [0, 1], are as follows. The sequence of functions,
xk(t) = np t, t ∈ I = (0, 1), (1)
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where p ∈ N, defines Weyl’s numbers βk ∈ [0, 1] of parameter p. The sequence of
functions
xk(t) = Mk t, t ∈ I = (0, 1), (2)
defines multiplicatively generated numbers in [0, 1] for each M ∈ {2, 3, . . . , }. The
sequence of functions
xk(t) = tk, t ∈ I = (1, a), (3)
with any a > 1, defines Koksma’s numbers in [0, 1]. All these numbers are equidis-
tributed for almost all seeds [We, F1, Ko] (see also [Ca]). This means that there
exists a set T ⊂ I,mess (T ) = mess (I), such that βk = xk(t) [mod 1] is equidistrib-
uted in [0, 1] for t ∈ T .
The functions (1) - (3) can be used to generate points βk = (βk1, βk2, . . . , βkd)
in D = [0, 1]d by two different possibilities:
βkj = xj+(k−1)d(tj) [mod 1], t = (t1, t2, . . . , td) ∈ Id, (4)
βkj = xk+j−1(t) [mod 1], t ∈ I. (5)
We say that the numbers {βk : k ∈ N} ⊂ [0, 1] are d-dimensionally equidistributed
in [0, 1] if the sequence of points βk defined by (5) is equidistributed in [0, 1]
d for a
set T ⊂ I,mess (T ) = mess (I). In case this property holds for any d > 1, we say
that the sequence {βk : k ∈ N} is completely equidistributed. Koksma’s numbers
are completely equidistributed [F2].
The objective of this work is to present a unique method by which the encoun-
tered results can be obtained. This method is an alternative to the known ones
[We, F1, F2, Ko]. It is based on the Weyl’s criterion and a.e. convergence of a
sequence of measurable functions. Hence, this new method is based on a tool which
is extensively used in the theory of probability. The proposed method is very simple
for the case of points βk which are defined in terms of linear functions xk. This
includes numbers defined by the functions (1), (2), and p-dimensionally equidistri-
bution of numbers defined by (1). The method is described in Section 2. Nonlinear
functions xk are considered in Section 3, where the complete equidistribution of
Koksma’s numbers is proved by the proposed method. In addition, to illustrate
an efficiency of the method, a new class of completely equidistributed numbers is
presented at the end of the section. Concluding remarks are given in Section 4..
2. Linear case
Let Zd be the set of multi-indices m = (m1,m2, . . . ,md),mk ∈ Z. Let {xk : k ∈ N}
be a sequence of linear functions from I = [0, 1] to R and let points βk ∈ D be
defined by (4). A brief notation is βk = xk(t) [mod 1].











where a ·b is the scalar product of a,b ∈ Rd. Now we use the fact that βk ∈ D are
equidistributed iff WN (β,m) → 0 for N → ∞ and each m = 0.
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Let us use the notation z → e(m, z) = exp(2πim · z) and let xk(·) be defined
by (1), (2), and (4). Then the sequence of functions t → e(m,xk(t)) defines an
orthonormal sequence of elements in L2(Id).
The functions









m is fixed, are the main object in our proof of equidistribution. Apparently, their
L2(D)-norms are ‖fN‖2 = 1/
√
N and certain subsequences converge a.e. to zero
on D. Hence, certain subsequence of WN (β,m) converges to zero. In order to
pass from a subsequence to the whole sequence {WN (β,m) : N ∈ N}, we need an
auxiliary result [Do, Ha]:
If α > 1, then the sequence
I(α) = {N(1), N(2), . . . , N(k), . . . }, N(k) ∈ [kα, kα + 1)
is an infinite subsequence of N.
Lemma 1. Let for each m = 0 there exist α(m) > 1 such that a sequence of
points {βk : k ∈ N} ⊂ D satisfies the conditions
lim
N∈I(α(m))
WN (β,m) = 0, m ∈ Zd, m = 0.
Then {βk : k ∈ N} is equidistributed in D.
Now we can prove the main result of this section.
Proposition 1. Let a sequence of linear functions xj : [0, 1] → R define points





then the sequence of points βk is equidistributed in D.
Proof. From Chebyshev’s inequality
mess






one concludes that fN (t) → 0 for almost all seeds t ∈ D if N → ∞, N ∈ I(α).
Then the statement follows from Lemma1. ✷
Example 1. Let qj , j ∈ N, be real numbers, xj(t) = jp t+ qj, and let xk : D →
R
d be defined by components xj+(k−1)d(tj), j = 1, 2, . . . , d. Then the points (4) are
equidistributed in D for almost all seeds t ∈ D.
Example 2. Let d pairs (Mj , qj), Mj ∈ {2, 3, . . .}, qj ∈ R, define the functions
xk : [0, 1] → R by:
tj → xj+(k−1)d(tj) = Mkj tj + qj , j = 1, 2, . . . , d, k ∈ N.
Columns with elements Mkj tj + qj , j = 1, 2, . . . , d, are denoted by M
kt + q. To
show that the sequence of points βk = xk(t) [mod 1] is equidistributed in D for
almost all seeds t ∈ D we need an auxiliary result.
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Let Mj ∈ {2, 3, . . .}, j = 1, 2, . . . , d, and q,σ ∈ Rd with components qj , σj
related by the equations σj(Mj − 1) + qj = 0. Two sequences of points in D:
βk+1 = Mβk [mod 1], β0 ∈ D,
γk+1 = Mγk + q [mod 1], γ0 = β0 + σ [mod 1],
are simultaneously either equidistributed or not. This statement can be easily proved.
By a straightforward calculation one gets γk = βk + σ [mod 1], k ∈ N, and the
statement follows from WN (γ,m) = exp(2πim · ρ)WN (β,m).
Example 3. Let us define βj = jpt + qj where qk ∈ R. For each m ∈ Zp,




mj (k + j − 1)p + zk,
where zk =
∑
j mjqj, fulfil the conditions of Proposition 1. This means that γk =
xk(t) [mod 1] are equidistributed in [0,1] for almost all seeds. Thus, βj are p-
dimensionaly equidistributed in [0, 1] for almost all seeds.
3. Nonlinear case
A function f on Rd is said to be piecewise continuous if there exists a finite col-
lection of disjoint subsets Sk ⊂ Rd, k = 1, 2, . . . , L, Rd = ∪kSk, and bounded,
uniformly continuous functions on Rd, f1, f2, . . . , fL, such that f =
∑L
j=1 fj1Sj . A
function fD on D ⊂ Rd is said to be piecewise continuous if there exists a piecewise
continuous f on Rd such that fD = f |D.
Let {βk : k ∈ N} ⊂ D and L be a subspace of the linear space of piecewise








f(x) dx, f ∈ L, (7)
is valid iff {βk : k ∈ N} is equidistributed in D. For instance, L can be the linear
space of continuous functions on D, the linear space spanned by indicators of cubes
in D, spanned by piecewise continuous functions on D.
An orhonormal basis {em,m ∈ N0} in L2(D), such that em are piecewise con-
tinuous on D, e0(x) = 1, is denoted by E . Let G ⊂ Rr be a closed, bounded set
and let a sequence of piecewise continuous functions xk : G → D, k ∈ N, be given.











Each em is bounded on D so that Lemma1 has a straightforward generalization:
Corollary 1. Let m ∈ N be fixed and for some α > 1:
lim
N∈I(α)
fN (t) = 0 a.e. on G.
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Then the sequence {fN : N ∈ N} converges to zero a.e. on G.





had values δkl. In the present generalization they may have nonzero values for k = l.
Theorem 1. Let the orthonormal basis E ⊂ L2(D), and a sequence of piecewise
continuous functions xk(·), from a bounded closed subset G ⊂ Rr into D, have the
following properties:
(i) For each m ∈ N there exist two positive numbers κ(m), ρ(m) such that
∣∣K(k, l)∣∣ ≤ κ(m) |k − l|−ρ(m);
(ii) Let K be the linear space spanned by elements of E. For each f ∈ L and ε > 0
there exist f−, f+ ∈ K such that
f−(x) ≤ f(x) ≤ f+(x), x ∈ D,
‖f+ − f−‖1 < ε.
Then the sequence of points βk = xk(t) is equidistributed in D for almost all
t ∈ G.






Because of (i), the right-hand side can be bounded from above by a number ωN−γ , γ >
0 [Ha], where ω depends on m and does not depend on N . Thus, any subsequence
of functions {fN(·) : N ∈ I(α)}, with an α such that αγ > 1, converges a.e. to zero
on G. By Corollary 1 the sequence {fN(·) : N ∈ N} converges to zero for almost all
t ∈ G.
Let us consider





















Because of (ii) f − f ≤ ‖f+ − f−‖1 < ε, implying the equidistribution of numbers
βk. ✷
Example 4. Koksma’s numbers, defined by functions (3), can be considered now
by specifying G = [1, a], em(x) = exp(±2πimx) and L = C([0, 1]). In accordance
with (i) of Theorem1 we consider the functions t → g(m, k, l, t) = 2πm(tk− tl), k >
l, and integrals











Numbers K(k, l) of Theorem 1 are linear combinations of I(m, k, l). It suffices to
consider the case with sin-function. The quantity I(m, k, l) is a finite series of terms
obtained by dividing the interval [1, a] into subintervals on which the integrand does
not change its sign. Terms of such obtained series have strictly decresing magnitudes
and alternating signs. Hence, the value of I(m, k, l) may be estimated by the first
term:





g(m, k, l, t)
)
dt,
where 1, 1+τ are the first two zeros of the integrand, i.e. g(m, k, l, 1) = g(m, k, l, 1+
τ) = 0. It is easy to check τ < 1/(2m(k − l)). Hence, Theorem1 can be applied.
In the proof of equidistribution of the previous example two properties of the
functions g(m, k, l),m ∈ N, are used.
Corollary 2. Let xk : I → R, and g(k, l, t) = xk(t) − xl(t), have the following
properties:
P1) For sufficiently large k, l, the functions g(k, l), g′(k, l) are continuous, positive
and strictly increasing on I;
P2) For sufficiently large k, l, there exist positive numbers c1, c2 such that
g′(k, l) ≥ c1 |k − l|c2 , k, l ∈ N.
Then the sequence of numbers βk = xk(t) [mod 1] is equidistributed in [0, 1] for
almost all seeds t ∈ I.
Example 5. The complete equidistribution of Koksma’s numbers follows from
their d-dimensional equidistribution for each d ∈ N. The corresponding set of seeds
is T = ∩Td. Let m ∈ Zd,m = 0, and





tk+j−1 − tl+j−1) = p(t) (tk − tl),
where p is a polynomial of degree d−1 with coefficients depending on m. Zeros of p,
t1, t2, . . . , td−1, are surrounded by intervals Ir = (−ε+ tr, tr + ε), where ε = k−1/d.
There are disjoint closed intervals Jr such that J = [1, a] \
(∪r Ir) = ∪rJr. Hence,











mess (Ir) < 2(d− 1)k−1/d.
It suffices to demonstrate that the functions g(m, k, l) (or −g(m, k, l)) on each Jr
have the properties P1), P2) of Corollary 2. From the expression










k tk − l tl
]
,
we have the following estimate:
sup
t∈Jr
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Thus, for sufficiently large k− l we have |g′(m, k, l, t)| > c1(m, d)(k− l)1/d, i.e.
the properties P1), P2) are valid either for g(m, k, l) or −g(m, k, l) .
Now we present a class of functions xk, generating completely equidistributed
numbers, and generalizing Koksma’s numbers defined in terms of functions (3),
xk(t) = exp(k ln t). One expects that the functions xk(t) = exp(kρ ln t) on (1,∞)
also generate completely equidistributed numbers. First, the functions exp(kρ ln t), ρ >
1, are replaced by a more general sequence of functions uk(·)w(k).
Theorem 2. Let
xk(t) = uk(t)w(k), t ∈ I, k ∈ N,
where
(i) w is strictly increasing from N into [b,∞), b > 0, with the following properties;
w(k + r) ≤ φ+ w(max{k, r}),
w(k + r) − w(k) ≥ φ− w(k)α w(r)β , k, r ∈ N,
for some positive numbers φ±, α, β.
(ii) uk, u′k, k ∈ N, are continuous, strictly increasing from a closed interval I into
[a,∞), a > 1, with the following additional properties:
uk+1
uk








for some c0 > 0 and γ ≥ 0, δ ≥ 0, δ < α.
Then the functions xk generate numbers βk = xk(t) [mod 1], completly equidis-
tributed in [0, 1] for almost all t ∈ I.
Proof. It can be assumed w(1) = 1. The functions gk = xk−xl fulfil conditions
P1), P2) of Corollary 2, so that the numbers βk are equidistributed for almost all
t ∈ I. It has to be proved that they are d-dimensionaly equidistributed for all d > 1.
Let m ∈ Zd and the corresponding function








It suffices to prove that g(m, k, l) satisfy P1) and P2) for sufficiently large k − l.









g(m, k, l, t) = hk(m, t)xk+d−1(t) − hl(m, t)xl+d−1(t).
From properties (i), (ii), we have
∣∣∣∣xk+j−1(t)xk+d−1(t)











w(k + d− 1) ≤
w(k + d− 1) a−φ−w(k)α+γφδ+w(k)δ .
Hence, the functions xk+j−1/xk+d−1, j < d, and their derivatives tend to zero on I
faster than any power of w(k) as k increases. We can assume md = 0, as otherwise
the problem is reduced to (d − 1)-dimensional equidistribution. Since the sign of




∣∣∣hk(m, t) − md





∣∣∣ ≤ κ2(m)w(k + d− 1) a−φ−w(k)α+γφδ+w(k)δ .
The functions g(m, k, l) seem to behave like the functions g0(k, l, t) = md[xk+d−1(t)−
xl+d−1(t)]. From





w(k + d− 1)xk+d−1(t) −
u′l+d−1(t)
ul+d−1(t)
w(l + d− 1)xl+d−1(t)
]
it follows
g′0(k, l, t) ≥ c0 md
[
w(k + d− 1) − w(l + d− 1)]xk+d−1(t) ≥ c0 md φ− (k − l)β,
as well as











Therefore, for each 1/2 > ε > 0 there exist κ(m, ε) > 0, n(ε) ∈ N, such that the
value of square brackets is larger than 1/2 when k > k − l > n(ε).
∣∣g′(m, k, l, t) − g′0(k, l, t)∣∣ ≤ κ(m, ε) g′0(k, l, t)w(k + d− 1) a−φ−w(k)α+γφδ+w(k)δ .
Thus the sequence of functions g(m, k, l) has properties P1), P2) of Corollary 2 for
sufficiently large k − l. ✷
4. Discussion
Theorem 2 generalizes results about the functions xk of (3) by replacing powers tk
with tw(k) where w increases faster than the linear function of k. A similar result
exists in which w increases slower than the linear function such as w(k) = kρ, ρ <
1. Classes of completeley equidistributed numbers are important in description
of mathematical samples of infinite length of the uniformly distributed random
variable. Therefore, Koksma’s numbers as well as classes of Theorem 2 provide us
with non-trivial examples of such samples and Monte Carlo simulated realizations.
Properties P1), P2) of Corollary 2 seem to be completely analogous to Properties
of Satz 3. in Koksma’s article [Ko]. Differences are rather technical.
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